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Abstract

With the growth of IoT capable devices, there was also an increase of communication protocols avail-
able on the market. These new technologies have its own advantages and disadvantages between them,
but this diversity leads to the fragmentation of the domotic area.

The DomoBus system is an academic project with the aim to solve this fragmentation, by presenting
an abstract model for home automation devices, independent of the technology used.

The objective of this work is to present a solution to merge the DomoBus system and the modern
gadgets that interact with their network. Following that idea, the DomoBus system is introduced in the
modern IoT world where this system can grow even further.

As foundation of this work is one of the most used protocols for IoT, MQTT. It was developed a server
that allows the connection with multiple devices, MQTT broker, and also a gateway so that the DomoBus
system can connect as a whole system, maintaining its features, and expand its operations beyond his
ecosystem.

This system supports others gateways of different technologies without them losing their original
features.
Keywords:Internet Of Things, DomoBus, Home Automation, Gateway, MQTT

1. Introduction
Home automation was, some years ago, an idea
of science fiction, but now, with the current tech-
nology available, is a reality. Internet-connected
household devices are increasingly being mar-
keted to the general public.

Nowadays there is a number of devices present
in our life who can connect to the Internet and there
is already a market involved in home automation.
Connecting these two worlds, the Internet and the
automation, is the idea behind Internet-of-Things
(IoT).

The IoT transforms these devices from being tra-
ditional to smart by making use of new technolo-
gies such as Internet protocols and applications,
communication protocols, sensor networks, etc.

The evolution of home automation was difficult.
This is due to fact that during the initial period it
was dominated by proprietary products and some
standardization movements were initiated. The ex-
istence of various standards divided and confused
the market, and new products and technologies
kept appearing.

In 2016, the OCF, a group of major industry lead-
ers who decide to invest in the Internet-of-Things,
was founded. The idea was that with OCF speci-
fications, protocols and open source projects, ulti-

mately, a wide-range of devices and sensors from a
variety of manufacturers, could securely and seam-
lessly interact with one another. [9]

The number of connected devices that are in use
worldwide now exceeds 17 billion, with the number
of IoT devices at 7 billion (that number does not
include smartphones, tablets, laptops or fixed line
phones). The number of IoT devices that are active
is expected to grow to 10 billion by 2020 and 22 bil-
lion by 2025. This number of IoT devices includes
all active connections and does not take into con-
sideration devices that were bought in the past but
are not used anymore. [6]

The IoT, enabled by the already ubiquitous Inter-
net technology, is the next major step in delivering
Internet’s promise of making the world a connected
place.

The devices connected to the Internet are grow-
ing, as we said before, but even though they are
connected and are considered ”smart” devices,
they locked in their ecosystem. This ecosystem is
something every company creates when launches
a set of IoT devices. Several ecosystems of IoT de-
vices are available in the present day, but a great
majority can’t communicate with other devices, ex-
cept inside the ecosystem developed by each man-
ufacturer.
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This project aims to develop an architecture to
overcome the gap between the current state of the
IoT panorama and the DomoBus system.

The DomoBus system, to be detailed later in
the document, embraces the idea of achieving
a home automation system who is independent
of any technology and capable of inter-operation
among several technologies. This is the idea be-
hind this project, but as we stated the gap be-
tween IoT panorama and the DomoBus system,
we set our goal to reduce this gap by giving the
DomoBus system the possibility to interact with the
IoT panorama.

To attain this task, it will be developed a bro-
ker that uses a technology present in the IoT
panorama, the messaging protocol MQTT. Since
the MQTT is only the messaging protocol, there
is a need to maintain the data model approach of
the DomoBus system. To establish a connection
from the DomoBus to the broker, a gateway is go-
ing to be developed. Having the right data model
approach, a technology present in the IoT and a
gateway to establish the connection between them,
we have a goal to map the data model from one
system to the architecture of another system.

With this goals, the DomoBus system shall be a
part of the IoT and with that capable of interaction
to other technologies compatible with MQTT.

2. Related Work
2.1. Communication Protocols
2.1.1 KNX

KNX is an open standard for commercial and do-
mestic building automation. KNX devices are con-
nected by a bus that is routed in parallel to the
electrical power supply to all devices and systems
on the network. This way sensors, actuators, con-
trollers and system devices are all linked.

Application software, together with system topol-
ogy and commissioning software, is loaded onto
the devices via a system interface component.
With the help of a KNX IP router all system is ac-
cessible through Ethernet via that device. There-
fore, we can communicate with it via LAN.

The KNX system working with a KNX IP router
uses KNXnet/IP standard.[7]

2.1.2 ZigBee

Zigbee [8] is a wireless technology developed as
an open global standard to address the unique
needs of low-cost, low-power wireless M2M net-
works.

The Zigbee protocol is designed to communi-
cate data through hostile RF environments that are
common in commercial and industrial applications.

A key component of the Zigbee protocol is the
ability to support mesh networking.

Mesh networks are decentralized in nature; each
node is capable of self-discovery on the network.
Also, as nodes leave the network, the mesh topol-
ogy allows the nodes to reconfigure routing paths
based on the new network structure. The charac-
teristics of mesh topology and ad-hoc routing pro-
vide greater stability in changing conditions or fail-
ure at single nodes.

Amazon introduced a new house hub with Zig-
bee support in 2018. That support allowed the hub
to directly connect to a new world of smart home
gadgets, like light bulbs, power outlets, and tiny
sensors that otherwise couldn’t have reached.[3]

2.1.3 Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi, or 802.11, is a wireless protocol that was
built with the intent of replacing Ethernet using
wireless communication over unlicensed bands. Its
goal was to provide off-the-shelf, easy to imple-
ment, easy to use short-range wireless connectiv-
ity with cross-vendor interoperability.

It allows to access the internet while on the move
usually establishes a Local Area Network(LAN).
Wi-Fi enabled computers send and receive data in-
doors and out.

2.2. Messaging Protocol
2.2.1 MQTT

IBM invented MQTT for satellite communications
with oil-field equipment. The motivation for de-
signing MQTT was to create a lightweight and
bandwidth-efficient protocol that was data agnos-
tic with support for multiple levels of QoS. Interest-
ingly, even today, those are the same reasons for
which MQTT is chosen for implementing acIoT so-
lutions.

The MQTT standard has since been adopted by
the OASIS open-standards society and released
as version 3.1.1, it’s also supported within the
Eclipse community. [4][5]

MQTT uses the publish/subscribe pattern in-
stead of the traditional client-server architecture.
In the client-server model, a client communicates
directly with an endpoint. The publish/subscribe
model separates the client that sends a message,
the publisher, from the client or clients that re-
ceive the messages, the subscribers. The pub-
lishers and subscribers never contact each other
directly, they are not even aware that the other ex-
ists. So, the connection between them is handled
by another element, the broker. His job is to filter
all incoming messages and distribute them to sub-
scribers.

The publish/subscribe pattern scales better than
the client-server model because the broker can
parallelize his operations and messages can be
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processed in an event-driven way. The broker
plays a pivotal role in this whole process.

In MQTT the messages are subject-based filter-
ing, that means the filtering is based on a sub-
ject, denominated topic in MQTT, which is part of
each message. The client subscribes for the top-
ics he is interested in and the broker distributes the
messages accordingly. The topics are in general
strings with an hierarchical structure, and allow for
different subscription level.

In MQTT all devices connected to the broker are
considered a client, as shown in figure 1

Figure 1: MQTT Example

An important feature of any protocol to be used
in IoT devices is it implements the delivery assur-
ance mechanism. The MQTT protocol has QoS
levels which allow to specify the level we want in
each message. In MQTT there are 3 QoS levels:
QoS 0 - at most once; QoS 1 - at least once; QoS
2 - exactly once.

The MQTT protocol includes a mechanism
where the broker stores the last retained message
for a specific topic, this feature is called Retained
Messages. This feature allows a client that sub-
scribes to a topic that has a retained message, to
receive the last message immediately after sub-
scribing. Thus, clients do not have to wait until a
new message is published to know the last known
status of those devices.

When a client subscribes to a topic, it can sub-
scribe to the exact topic of a published message or
it can use wildcards to subscribe to multiple topics
simultaneously. wildcard can only be used to sub-
scribe to topics, not to publish a message. There
are two different kinds of wildcards: single-level
and multi-level.

The single-level wildcard is represented by a
plus symbol (+). Any topic matches a topic
with single-level wildcard, for example, subscribing
the topic home/groundfloor/+/lights is equivalent to
subscribe to any other name in place of the wild-
card.

The multi-level wildcard covers many topic lev-
els. The hash symbol (#) represents the multi-level
wildcard in the topic. For the broker to determine

which topics match, the multi-level wildcard must
be placed as the last character in the topic after
the last topic level wanted.

This project will heavily rely on MQTT because
this protocol is gaining such traction and has great
compatibility with other technologies shown in this
document.

2.2.2 HTTP

The HTTP is an application-level protocol for
distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information
systems and it is the foundation of data communi-
cation for the World Wide Web (WWW).

Probably is the best known protocol at this level
as it is the protocol that powers the Web. HTTP is
also important to the IoT as it is used for REST API
which are becoming the main mechanism for Web
Applications and services to communicate.

2.2.3 CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a
specialized Internet Application Protocol for con-
strained devices.

Like HTTP, CoAP is a document transfer proto-
col. Unlike HTTP, CoAP is designed for the needs
of constrained devices. CoAP follows a client-
server model. Clients make requests to servers,
servers send back responses. Clients may GET,
PUT, POST and DELETE resources. CoAP is de-
signed to inter-operate with HTTP and the RESTful
web at large through simple proxies.

2.3. Projects for Home Automation
This section lists a few projects that have a reach
a certain maturity and have a community working
and helping maintain and grow.

2.3.1 NODE-RED

Node-RED is a flow-based development tool for vi-
sual programming developed originally by IBM for
wiring together hardware devices, API and online
services as part of the Internet of Things.

Messages representing events flow between
nodes, triggering processing that results in output.
The flow-based programming model maps well to
typical IoT applications.

2.3.2 Home Assistant

Home Assistant is an open source home automa-
tion platform designed to be easily deployed on al-
most any machine that can run Python3. It inte-
grates with a large number of open source as well
as commercial offerings.
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Important to notice that it supports MQTT. It can
connect to a private MQTT broker or even run its
own embedded MQTT broker.

2.4. Products
2.4.1 Amazon

Amazon is a big international company and they
focus on e-commerce, cloud computing and artifi-
cial intelligence. As such, we are presenting some
products and services that might fit in use cases of
this project.

One product is Amazon Echo, a smart speaker
that allows voice interaction and works as a smart
assistant. It has a wide smart home devices com-
patibility, from different vendors, and it adds the
feature of voice-interaction to control these de-
vices. Echo also allows adding custom device in-
teractions through Smart Home Skill API.[2]

Figure 2: Amazon Smart Home Skill API

As the figure fig:smart-home-skill shows, an
Alexa smart home system contains the following
components: Customer: The person who interacts
with the Alexa-enabled device and the owner of
cloud-enabled devices; The Smart Home Skill API:
A service that understands the voice commands
and converts them to directives (JSON messages)
that are sent to smart home skills; AWS Lambda:
A compute service offered by AWS that hosts
the smart home skill code, which is called a skill
adapter; Smart home skill: Code and configura-
tion that interpret directives and send messages to
a device cloud; Device cloud: The cloud environ-
ment provided by a device vendor that controls and
manages the customer’s cloud-enabled devices;

2.4.2 Google

Google, another big international company that
specializes in Internet-related services and prod-
ucts. They also offer the same type of products
and service that we referenced in Amazon topic.
The product capable of voice-interaction to control
devices is Google Home hub. They also allow us

to add custom device interactions, through Actions
on Google.

Unfortunately, Actions on Google doesn’t sup-
port MQTT.

Google also provides a platform for IoT deploy-
ments, Google Cloud IoT. This platform supports
both MQTT and HTTP.

A lot of services present attract IoT deployments
in large scale, but in small scale is not ideal.

2.4.3 Samsung

Samsung also wanted to enter the IoT world, so in
2014, they bought a company called SmartThings,
company created through a Kickstarter campaign
in 2012. [1]

A nice feature in the hubs of SmartThings is
having both Z-Wave and Zigbee antennas incor-
porated, to accomplish more compatibility with the
market. They also have Wi-Fi.

3. Architecture
3.1. MQTT Broker
4. DomoBus System
The DomoBus System [?] is an academic project
that provides a generic approach to home automa-
tion, independent of any technology. The specifi-
cation is based in a standard language, XML, to
describe the system.

This system offers an easy and extendable way
to create and define scalable and flexible automa-
tion projects, with a distributed architecture.

A DomoBus architecture is composed of two lev-
els: one said to be low-level, called Control Level;
and another one that functions at a higher level, in
the perspective of the network, referred as Super-
vision Level.

The CM are directly connected to physical de-
vices and sensors, they are responsible for manag-
ing them and allowing external interactions through
exchanged commands. Each CM is able to run dif-
ferent applications and perform different functions.

The SM are responsible for system management
and supervision. They receive information from the
CM, process it accordingly to programmed rules
and required behavior, and issue the appropriate
commands to the CM. A system may have as many
SM as needed. In a small system we can have just
one SM, while in a big or complex system we may
have, for example, one SM for each DomoBus net-
work segment.

In the DomoBus system, a device is an abstract
entity characterized by a set of properties where
three standard operations over them are available:

• GET: Read a property value;

• SET: Modify a property value;
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• NOTIFY: Each device can be configured to,
autonomously, notify its DomoBus Supervisor
when a property value changes, sending the
new value information.

This project focus primarily on expanding the Do-
moBus capabilities in the IoT, but with the this new
introduced technology it allows for more gateways
of other ecosystems to connect to our broker.

5. MQTT Broker
In the solution, we propose adding a new commu-
nication technology to the DomoBus System using
MQTT protocol considering the advantages it pro-
vides, as explained in the chapter ?? in more de-
tails on section 2.2.1. Overall, the protocol is easy
to implement, filters the messages and is one of
the most used protocols in IoT projects.

As referenced before, to use MQTT, we need to
use a MQTT Broker. All communications related to
MQTT go through here.

6. MQTT Gateway
In the MQTT gateway, we have to make a decision
about the organization of the information that will
reside in the MQTT broker.

We propose to follow something along the spec-
ification already present in the DomoBus system
because it is a simple specification and it has
proved that it works. A device is an abstract en-
tity with a set of properties. A DomoBus system is
composed by a set of devices.

MQTT protocol, per se, does not follow any
specification. In MQTT, the word topic refers to a
string that the broker uses to filter messages for
each connected client. The topic consists of one
or more topic levels and each topic level is sepa-
rated by a forward slash, considered a topic level
separator.

By convention, the community has an architec-
ture defined for the topic hierarchy. This convention
states that the top level name will always to a spe-
cific instance of a hardware gateway. The second
level defines a function such as status, set, get,
command, etc. The subsequent level are defined
by the specific gateway. Also, the gateway should
maintain the topic connected on the second level,
to specify if the gateway is currently connected to
the broker.

Taking all these guidelines into thought, we pro-
pose the following architecture for the topics:

• First level topic stays defined as domobus, to
refer the DomoBus System.

• Second level topic there are two functions:
status and set, both self-explanatory. There
is also the connected topic to ensure others
device or gateways check the state of the con-
nection before sending commands.

• Third level topic is where it will reside the iden-
tifier number of every device present in the Do-
moBus system.

• Fourth level topic is assigned the property or
properties identifier of the device assigned in
the third level topic.

The value of the property is published on the
topic assigned that property.

7. XML parser
A DomoBus system specification is an XML speci-
fication. The DomoBus system has many aspects
to take into account, the next topics are present in
the specification and we analyse what is interesting
and necessary to port to this gateway specification.

7.1. House structure
The house specification has a house identification
and other data more personal to users, such as
name, address and phone number.

A list of floors is described, having a height order
to facilitate a visual organization. Following floors,
the divisions are next, referencing the floor where
each belong.

Even though this information is interesting to
a more visual representation, it does not have a
place in the MQTT specification, that way we don’t
over saturate the information needed to represent
a DomoBus System to another systems.

7.2. Services
The name describes the functionality and that in-
formation is unnecessary to represent DomoBus in
MQTT.

7.3. Devices
In this section all devices of the system are spec-
ified, containing information such as identification
number in the house, every device has a unique
identification number. Other information are re-
lated to what kind of device it is and where is lo-
cated in the house.

Information related to what kind of device it is
can be of value, but knowing that MQTT treats data
agnostically, that information is irrelevant. The data
focused on the location of the device can be ig-
nored seen as we are not using the house structure
information, it would be a complex way of referenc-
ing the device, so we choose not to use it to keep
a simple architecture.

The devices is the main focus to keep in our
specification. The devices are the backbone of our
approach.

7.4. Scenarios
Scenarios is an optional specification on the Do-
moBus, its purpose is to facilitate some actions
inside the DomoBus system. The premise of our
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project is to let the DomoBus System work on his
own, just increase his capabilities. Since is an in-
ternal mechanism, there is no reason to it bring to
our specification.

7.5. Favorites and Users
Favorites and users are connected, as the favorite
list is referring the favorite devices and divisions of
users present in the DomoBus system.

8. Implementation
8.1. MQTT Broker
The broker is a vital piece in this system, but its
only purpose is to store the data and to be the
manager of the communication with other gate-
ways that may connect to it. Knowing this, the
implementation is fairly simple, the broker defines
the port to configuration and Redis back-end, ex-
plained in 8.2.

8.2. Redis
Redis is an open source, in-memory data structure
store, used as a database, cache and message
broker. Redis is able to run a publish/subscribe
model, and since the library adopted can utilize
Redis to handle their publish/subscribe and store
persistent data, we implemented it that way, as it
gives more robustness to the project.

8.3. MQTT Gateway
The gateway holds the logic behind the communi-
cation to the MQTT broker. As explained in sec-
tion 6, the topic hierarchy is defined by having the
second level of topics defined the commands avail-
able in the system. When the gateway connects
to the MQTT broker, the gateway is going to sub-
scribe to the broker on the topic specified on the
configuration file, by default the subscribed topic is
domobus/. The gateway receives any message re-
siding in the next levels of that topic.

8.4. Configuration
The MQTT gateway is equipped with a file of con-
figuration. In this file is specified a few important
settings.

• mqtt: the settings for the connection to the
MQTT broker; the broker can be deployed lo-
cally or it can be used a broker platform on-
line, for that scenarios we need to provide the
server address and the server port. Related
to the MQTT there is a possible scenario with
multiple DomoBus networks available on the
system, we need to specify the topic prefix
on where our gateway is being deployed, to
avoid collisions.

• xml: the path for the original xml file of speci-
fication for initial startup;

• json: the path for the parsed contents of the
xml specification, ie, our json specification.

8.5. Topics
As discussed in the previous point, we specify the
topic prefix, default being domobus. The sub top-
ics following this topic have a purpose. These pur-
poses are described in the next sub sections.

8.5.1 Connected

The connected topic is used to show to another
systems, that may be connected on the same net-
work and working with MQTT, our DomoBus sys-
tem and its corresponding gateway are running,
showing the latest state of each device present in
the DomoBus system and commands are able to
be processed by the gateway.

8.5.2 Status

The status topic discloses the current state
of every property of every device present
in the system. The specification is speci-
fied in the previous chapter, in essence do-
mobus/status/device/property /value is the archi-
tecture followed, being device the identification
number of said device; property the property iden-
tification number of the same device, it can have
multiple properties; value the corresponding value
associated with the property and device refer-
enced.

8.5.3 Set

The set topic is a method of commanding the
DomoBus system. It is useful when a Super-
visor is deployed with a set of rules to accom-
plish automation mechanisms. The specification
is specified in the previous chapter, as status topic
is. The architecture is very similar to the status
domobus/set/device/property identifies the device
and property and then publish the new value.

8.6. Procedures
At every message received it runs a function to fil-
ter the message to the corresponding function, the
functions available by the gateway, introduced in
the previous chapter.

When it relates to the connected status, the
message is just ignored. The status of the devices
is something to remain untouchable, because is in-
formation we wish to share. When the set function
is triggered, the gateway should issue a set com-
mand to the DomoBus system.

The status is not considered a command, so
whenever the devices connected to the gateway
change any value of their properties, the DomoBus
system should trigger a NOTIFY to the gateway
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to inform the value needs to be updated, and so,
the gateway triggers a publish to the MQTT Broker
when the new value is updated.

Having the specification it needs, the gateway
publish the states of all devices according to the
specification. All published messages are sent with
the retain flag set to true, because every client that
connects and wishes to know what is the state of
the DomoBus system, it won’t need to wait for an
updated value to be published.

After every action in the gateway, the topic con-
nected is updated, that way it indicates the gate-
way is still active. If the gateway is shutdown, it
sends a last message to update the connected
topic before it closes.

8.7. XML parser
When the gateway first launches, it should load an
XML file with specifications of the devices present
in the DomoBus system. The gateway uses the
XML parse to filter the file, since there is a lot of im-
portant information present in a usual XML to use
every feature of the DomoBus system. Some of
that information is not pertinent to the gateway, it
was needed a parser to filter the essential. The
information that is relevant is described in the pre-
vious chapter.The parser captures all devices and
corresponding properties with default values to the
minimum value of the property and writes in JSON
format.

9. Tests
This system was tested on modern laptop run-
ning on Windows, which currently have a lot of
resources, but the system was developed using
NodeJS, an interpreter of JavaScript. NodeJS is
able to run on Arduino and Raspberry Pi. NodeJS
runs on Windows, MacOS and Linux. Another soft-
ware presented in this system is Redis. Redis can
also run on Arduino and Raspberry Pi, supports
both Linux and MacOS. Redis native does not run
on Windows, but in Windows 10, there is a feature
called Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL), gives
ability to run applications for Linux distros in Win-
dows. In our setup, Redis was running in the WSL.

9.1. XML parser
The first feature tested was the load of a XML
specification into the broker. The file in the test
was loaded successfully and the resulting JSON
file showed the proposed specification.

9.2. MQTT gateway
After parsing, the next step was load the JSON
contents in the MQTT gateway to publish the state
of the DomoBus system. With the help of a tool,
designated by MQTT Explorer, it was possible to
have a visual representation of the topic hierarchy
imported (figure 3).

Figure 3: Visual Representation of topic hierarchy

The areas to check in the test are:

• state of the gateway updated: this point
checks the use of the topic connected.

• state of devices updated: this point checks if
the devices are updated.

• persistence of messages: this point checks
if the messages that are publish, are sent with
the retain flag, being sent to new subscribers
of those topics.

Again, with the help of MQTT Explorer, most
tests were checked.

Closing the gateway resulted in the topic con-
nected changing to 0 and only when run again it
would set to 1 again. First point is checked.

Unfortunately, since the communication with a
real DomoBus system was not possible, the test
that follows was done with a simulated DomoBus
system, just to show how the communication be-
tween two systems with different technologies was
successful.

We imagined a scenario: a user is enjoying a
movie in the living room at night, only the lights are
off and the movie is playing. Suddenly, the user
needs to take a break to go to the bathroom, and
since all the lights are off, and he has to find the re-
mote to pause the movie. A simple solution would
be to pause the movie as soon as he turns on the
light and resume play as soon as he turns off the
light. Based on this scenario, the test was setup
using a media center, named Kodi, and a gateway
for Kodi, that was available as a addon for Kodi.

The test setup and Kodi don’t speak the same
language, Kodi uses JSON-RPC for communicat-
ing. The test put both system in the same en-
vironment and along with it a supervisor with two
rules: a specific device in the simulated DomoBus
changed a property value to 1, meaning that, it
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would send the command to pause video; The
same device changed property to 0, meaning off,
it would send the command to resume. The test
was successful and there was no delay in pausing
and resuming. This checks the second point, as
the simulated DomoBus changed its value, it was
immediately updated in the MQTT broker, and after
that it reacted in the supervisor with a command for
the media center.

To check the last point, a client of MQTT was de-
veloped with a simple task: subscribe to domobus/
print any message received. Subscribing to do-
mobus/ means all subtopics are subscribed as
well. First, the broker and gateway were launched,
then the simple client. When the client connected
received all the messages the gateway had sent:
connected and the devices states.

10. Conclusions
The main goal was to create a bridge between
what is currently the IoT scene and the DomoBus
system.

The current scene is a fragmented market, with
some companies having their own ecosystem on
the market, but not all ecosystems talk to other
ecosystems. Some companies and group are mak-
ing an effort by embracing new technologies into
their products. Such technologies were developed
thinking of a united IoT system. MQTT is a proto-
col developed first because of a need outside IoT,
but later adopted with the purpose to become the
starting point of a standardize IoT.

This project is all about MQTT, because in our
point of view it is the next step to bring the Do-
moBus system closer to a more connected home
automated system. Meaning, if users wish to build
and configure their own network of devices using
DomoBus and want to connect a retail IoT product
to their network, it is closer to reach that. By us-
ing an architecture and a system capable of joining
both technologies, like the one presented, the task
is simpler.

Unfortunately, we were unable to connect a real
DomoBus system to this project, the system works
as it should, has the right architecture and method-
ology, but the communication to a DomoBus sys-
tem is lacking. So, a full prototype working was not
achieved.

The system allows a user to deploy its own local
broker and if wanted the gateway can connect to an
outside MQTT broker. Users can also connect oth-
ers gateways to connect with another MQTT capa-
ble ecosystem and those ecosystem can perform
has they normally would, with their own set of rules.
The system grants the power to build a set of rules
between two or more separate ecosystem and at-
tach to the system. This project grants the opportu-
nity to use community projects of home automation

to define these set of rules between the gateways,
projects like the ones discussed in section 2.3.

With this solution, we expect to have made
progress in the development of a unified smart
home system, like the DomoBus system, who is
flexible and allows a lot of customization and with
that bring it closer to the current scene of IoT de-
velopment.

The project has some work for a future project
so it can be ready for deployment, such as inte-
grate the DomoBus Communication Module with
this gateway in order to interact with a real Do-
moBus system.

Some ideas that will improve this system are:
Use the historic recorded by the gateway to feed
an Artificial Intelligence Machine so that it may pre-
dict behaviours of the system; Add the capability of
also work with rooms like the DomoBus system,
also working with the system as a whole; Incorpo-
rate security access to the gateway; Advance with
the idea of running an MQTT broker as the cen-
tral piece in a home automation system and deploy
several already compatible technologies with it;
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